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Abstract— Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs) are self-

organized wireless networks, which are infrastructure less. 

VANET has a high dynamic environment so efficient data 

delivery in a network is a challenging issue. Opportunistic 

routing protocol improves the reliability of routing by using 

broadcast mechanism.  Link State aware Geographic 

Opportunistic routing protocol (LSGO) [1] is a combination 

of link state information and geographic location of 

vehicles. The main purpose of LSGO is to improve the data 

transmission by select the nodes as forwarder and give them 

priority according to priority scheduling algorithm. When 

the node receive the same packets two or more time then the 

redundancy occur and also arise overhead problem. The aim 

of this paper is to enhance the performance of LSGO routing 

protocol by reducing the overhead problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular Adhoc Networks contain nodes as vehicles on the 

roads moves freely in the network. VANET provide 

Vehicle-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-Infrastructure (V2I) and 

Infrastructure-Infrastructure communication (I2I). VANETs 

architecture [2] shown in figure 1. VANETs can provide 

safety and non-safety applications such as accident 

avoidance, toll payments, traffic information, parking 

information and infotainment application such as internet 

access and games. VANETs are the subpart of Mobile 

Adhoc Networks (MANETs) but both have different 

characteristics such as VANET have highly dynamic 

topology, frequently disconnected network, high mobility, 

unlimited battery power and storage.  

Routing protocols in VANETs are necessary for 

data transmission. VANETs routing protocols are classified 

into six categories [3]: Topology-based, Cluster-based, 

Position-based, Geocast based, infrastructure based, 

broadcast based. 

Routing protocol in VANETs shown in fig.2. 

Topology based routing protocols use the link information 

that exist in a network and also discover the route and 

maintain the routing  

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of VANET [2] 

 
Fig. 2: routing protocol in VANET 

Table before sender transmit the packets. They are 

divided into proactive, reactive and hybrid protocols. 

Topology based protocols depend on the dynamic topology 

of the network which suffers from routing break so they are 

not suitable for VANETs. Cluster based routing protocols 

make the cluster of vehicles and each clusters has one 

cluster head as coordinator which acts as a temporary base 

station within its cluster. Election algorithm is used for the 

selection of cluster head (CH) These protocols perform inter 

and intra-cluster management function. Position based 

routing protocols use the location of the vehicles to select 

the next forwarding node. Geocast based routing protocol 

use the neighbouring information to forward the packets to 

all nodes. Infrastructure based routing protocols depend on 

the fixed infrastructure of the network for their routing. 

Broadcast base routing protocols use the broadcast 

mechanism to forward packets to all nodes, which has high 

network overhead. 

Greedy forwarding strategy is used in geographic 

routing and node transmitting its packets to neighbor if it is 

close to destination. If the neighbour is not close to 

destination then this strategy can fail. In this situation, 

established link is unstable and signal strength reduced 

which increase packet dropping rate and increase end to end 

delay. 

To solve this problem LSGO protocol use expected 

transmission count (ETX) which reduces the no of 

retransmission. Limitation of ETX is that it does not 

consider the high dynamic network environment so we have 

to modify the ETX. Now we use forwarding strategy is 

opportunistic routing which improve the reliability of data 

transmission by using broadcast mechanism. We take a 

combination of geographic location of the nodes and link 

information which proposed Link State aware Geographic 

Opportunistic routing protocol (LSGO). In this approach we 

use ETX to measure link quality, candidate node selection 

and priority scheduling algorithm which give priority to 

nodes and improve the data delivery ratio.  

The rest of the paper is as follows:  Section II 

present related work. Section III explains existing LSGO 

protocol with simulation results. Section IV represent 

conclusion. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

LSGO: Link State aware Geographic Opportunistic 

routing protocol For VANETs, Xuelian Cai et al. [1] 

LSGO routing protocol improve the data transmission 

reliability by combine the link state information and 

geographic location of the nodes. This paper contain three 

parts: estimation of link quality, candidate node selection 

and priority schedule algorithm. Performance of LSGO 

routing protocol compare with greedy traffic aware routing 

protocol (GyTAR) and greedy perimeter stateless routing 

protocol (Gpsr)  using network simulator ns2.Simulation 

result show that LSGO’s packet dropping rate is reduced 

and the network throughput is improved and overhead of 

network increase. 

Opportunistic Unicast and Multicast Routing 

Protocol for VANET, Zhizhong Jie et al.[2]Proposed trust 

opportunistic forwarding model in VANET, trusted 

minimum cost opportunistic unicast routing protocol 

(TMCOR) and a multicast routing protocol (TMCOM). The 

simulation results show TMCOR and TMCOM have good 

throughput, average delay and security. 

An Intersection Based Traffic Aware Routing 

With Low Overhead in VANET, Lakshmi Ramachandran 

et al.[3] proposed intersection based routing protocol with 

low overhead and consider the traffic light affect the design 

of routing protocol. This paper proposed Shortest Path 

Based Traffic Aware Routing protocol (STAR) which 

introduces more overhead in network. This problem solve 

by new intersection based routing protocol with low 

overhead. 

A Group Based Key Sharing and Management 

Algorithm for Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks, Zeeshan 

Shafi Khan et al.[4] proposed media mixing algorithm share 

keys among nodes to reduce overhead.  

A Novel Approach to Reduce Routing overhead 

in Multi-Hop Scenario in VANET, Chetan Ajudiya et 

al.[5] proposed a novel approach to reduce routing traffic in 

multihop scenario by counter based, distance based, location 

based scheme and algorithm. When a node rebroadcasts a 

message, the neighbouring nodes have already received it, 

and these results cause a large number of redundant 

messages. Novel approach reduces the routing overhead. 

The Dynamic Counting Broadcast in Vehicular 

Networks, Sarah Omar Al-Humoud et al.[6] proposed 

broadcasting scheme with with intelligent neighbourhood 

sensing for reduce transmission. It introduced the Dynamic 

Counter-Based broadcast Algorithm which use 

neighbourhood information by the information of current 

neighbour to select counter threshold. Simulation result 

show the city and highway model scenario. 

Adaptive Scheme for suppressing unnecessary 

Hello messages used for Neighbour Discovery in 

MANET routing protocols, Harpreet Kaur et al. [7] 

proposed new approach to reduce unnecessary hello 

messages and overhead of neighbour discovery processes. It 

introduced adaptive scheme for hello messages and establish 

a reliable connection between the source node to the 

destination node. 

A Survey of Coverage-Based Broadcast for 

Reducing Routing Overhead in Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks, V.V.V. Pradeep Sastry et al.[8] obtain coverage 

ratio by sensing neighbours coverage knowledge. This paper 

combine coverage ratio and connectivity factor which set 

the rebroadcast probability. Using neighbours coverage and 

probability mechanism reduce the retransmission and also 

reduce the overhead so performance of routing improves.  

Comparative Study of Ad-Hoc Protocols in 

MANET and VANET, Soumen Saha et al.[9] proposed 

comparative study of MANET and VANET by routing 

protocol and MANET and VANET scenario. 

A Survey on Routing Protocols and its Issues in 

VANET, Jagadeesh Kakarla et al.[10] discuss the routing 

protocols such as Topology based protocols, Position based 

protocols, Geocast based protocols, Cluster based protocols, 

Broadcast based protocols, Infrastructure based protocols 

and also comparison of routing protocols. 

Enhancement the performance of EDRP by 

adaptive hello messaging scheme for neighbour 

discovery in wireless Adhoc network, Mr. S. G. Gupta et 

al.[11] discuss the adaptive hello messaging scheme to 

reduce overhead problem of EDRP protocol. This protocol 

reduce unnecessary Hello messages, it is not use periodical 

hello mechanism. Hello packets send as RREQ (Route 

Request) and RERR (Route Error). Source node send RREQ 

to all nodes if the link is failure the node send RERR 

message to source node. Hello packets only send when the 

time elapsed from last broadcasting is greater than the Hello 

interval. 

III. LSGO ROUTING PROTOCOL 

We propose a Link state aware Geographic Opportunistic 

routing protocol is an opportunistic routing protocol. 

Opportunistic routing protocol becomes very popular 

recently. The difference between opportunistic routing and 

traditional routing is that it is not use a fix route but relay 

node self select the node as a forwarder. Opportunistic 

routing protocol make the packets have more opportunity to 

receive than traditional routing. The aim of this routing 

protocol is to improve the data transmission reliability and 

to reduce number of transmission and transmission delay. 

The aim of this protocol is to reduce the transmission delay 

and the number of transmission. LSGO use ETX to find the 

link transmission rate of the channels. The performance of 

this protocol compare with GyTAR and GpsrJ protocol. The 

protocol includes three parts: estimation of link quality, 

candidate node selection mechanism and priority scheduling 

algorithm. LSGO routing protocol use broadcast 

mechanism. Different broadcast schemes are: probability 

based scheme, location based, counter based, distance based.  

Simple flooding strategy is also used for broadcasting 

mechanism but in this strategy nodes broadcast the packets 

when they receive first time this strategy cause problem is 

called broadcast storm problem. In this protocol , source 

node transmitting hello packets to all neighbour nodes to 

know the link transmission rate of the channel but when the 

link failure occur between nodes then the hello packets get 

wasted these hello packets cannot detect the link failure. So 

it cause network overhead problem.  

A. The estimation of link quality   

LSGO use expected transmission count (ETX). Link quality 

is measured using expected transmission count (ETX). ETX 

is the predicted number of data transmissions required to 

send a packet over the source to the destination link. The 
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main purpose of ETX is to reduce the number of 

retransmission. ETX metric does not consider the high 

dynamic nature of VANETs. So we use LSGO protocol 

which improve the ETX by each node broadcast the hello 

packets periodically and estimate the link transmission 

rate.ETX is calculated as shown  in equation 1.where 𝑑𝑓 ×
𝑑𝑟 is the  probability of successful transmission. 

ETX= 
1

𝑑𝑓×𝑑𝑟
                                       (1) 

One way link transmission rate is r(t) so  calculate the ETX 

as  

ETX=
1

𝑟2(𝑡)
                           (2) 

B. Candidate node selection mechanism 

LSGO routing protocol select the neighbours nodes as 

candidate nodes to forward packets Consider source node S 

want to send packets to destination node D but there is no 

direct link between source and destination. For example 

source node is S, destination node is D and neighbor nodes 

is N, relay nodes are P and Q, r(t) is the link transmission 

rate and n is the candidate nodes. Figure 3 explain overview 

of this mechanism. 

 
Fig. 3: S sends packets to D via relay nodes P and Q. 

Candidate node satisfies the condition shown in equation 

3,4,5 

1 − ∏ (1 − 𝑟𝑖(𝑡)) ≥ 𝑟𝑛
𝑖=1      (3) 

𝑑1(𝑡) < 𝑑2(𝑡) … < 𝑑𝑛(𝑡) < 𝑑𝑛 + 1(𝑡). . < 𝑑𝑁(𝑡)   (4) 

𝑑𝑛(𝑡) < 𝑆(𝑡)     (5) 

Where dn (t) is the distance between destination 

node to neighbor node and S (t) is the distance between 

source node to destination node .If dn (t) is less than the S 

(t) then node is select as candidate node. If the network is 

sparse then condition (1) is not satisfied. After the candidate 

node selection sending node record the ID of candidate 

nodes and their priority number that include in the packet 

header. In the network environment packet header is change 

rapidly. 

C. Priority scheduling algorithm 

LSGO protocol uses Priority scheduling algorithm to give 

priority to candidate nodes. The node which has high 

priority send packets first and other nodes cannot send 

packets during transmission channel is busy. If the timer 

goes out and higher priority node is not transmitting packets 

then other nodes start transmitting of packets. The main 

drawback of this algorithm is to increase the end-end delay. 

Timer based scheduling algorithm is quite simple and easy 

to implement and there is no additional overhead but 

drawback of this algorithm is that it introduce waiting time 

so end to end delay increase. Efficient scheduling algorithm 

is solve the problem of timer based algorithm and reduce the 

waiting time by two ways: assign the nodes priority 

correctly so the optimal forwarding node has the highest 

priority which increase the probability of selecting high 

priority node forwarding the packets and reduce the 

retransmission and secondly setting the reasonable waiting 

time for each node. 

In our protocol, current node assign the priority to 

every node which consider the distance between the 

candidate nodes and destination. Suppose candidate nodes i 

and its priority assign by the equation 6. 

𝐷𝑠𝑑−𝐷𝑖𝑑

𝐸𝑇𝑋2𝑖
           (6) 

Here Dsd is the distance between source node and 

destination node and Did is the distance between the 

candidate node and destination node and ETXi is ETX of 

the link which formed by current node and candidate node i. 

After the candidate node selection sender node 

calculate the value of each candidate node by the equation 6 

and assign the priority according to these value which node 

has the high calculation it assign with high priority. If high 

priority node will fail for sending packets then low priority 

node forward the packets.  

There are four type of network delay : the 

propagation delay, queuing delay, transmission delay, and 

processing delay. 

D. Simulation Result of LSGO Protocol 

Simulation result shows that when the number of vehicles 

and the average vehicle velocity increase, LSGO’s packet 

dropping rate is reduced, the network overhead increase, 

delay reduced and network throughput improved in high 

dynamic network compare with GyTAR and GpsrJ. 

Performance of LSGO is better than GyTAR and GpsrJ but 

LSGO have more network overhead compare with other 

protocol this is the main disadvantage of this routing 

protocol.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

LSGO use broadcasting mechanism improves the data 

transmission reliability. Hello packets are used for link 

estimation and maintain neighbours relationship between 

nodes. Nodes broadcast hello packets to their neighbours 

nodes to know their link transmission rates. When nodes 

leave transmission range, transmission hello packets to their 

nodes get wasted, so the network overhead of LSGO 

increases. I have studied several related research paper and I 

found the problem of overhead in LSGO routing protocol. 

So there is need to reduce the overhead by using adaptive 

hello messaging scheme. Depend on the event interval of 

node the Hello interval can be increase without reduced 

detestability of a broken link and calculate the rebroadcast 

delay which give forwarding order and maintain the routing 

table of each node during the nodes enter and leave the 

region which decreases network overhead.  
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